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ABSTRACT

To stabilize the FTF algorithm ��� the accumulation of
numerical errors can be prevented by introducing a leak�
age factor in the equation system as presented in ���� In
state space description the leakage factor causes a re�
duction of the eigenvalues of the linearized error system
matrix� By an appropriate choice of the leakage factor
the eigenvalues can be transformed into the unit circle
of the z�plane resulting in a stable round�o� error sys�
tem� The structure of the linearized error system matrix
shall be analysed and by comparing the Leakage FTF
algorithm �LFTF	 with the Stabilized FTF algorithm
�SFTF	 and the NLMS algorithm in a real�time envi�
ronment the success of this method is shown�

� Stability analysis

The LFTF algorithm as presented in table � uses a leak�
age in the 
lter equations of the forward and backward
prediction error 
lters resulting in a reduction of numer�
ical errors due to round�o� noise� A di�erent method to
compute the conversion factor �M �n	 by a 
ltering op�
eration and not a scalar one leads to a very robust be�
havior of the algorithm especially for speech input� The
following analysis examines the dependence of a stable
performance on the choice of the leakage factor� A state
space analysis shows how round�o� errors increase or
decrease depending on this leakage factor� Stability can
be reached if the leakage factor v is correctly adjusted�
Describing the LFTF algorithm with state variables
yields the nonlinear state space equation

��n	 � ff��n� �	� uM���n	g� ��	

where ��n	 is the state vector and uM���n	 the vec�
tor of the excitation sequence� By realizing the algo�
rithm in 
nite precision arithmetic round�o� errors oc�
cur which let the algorithm follow a perturbed trajectory
��n	 resulting in unstable behavior� If the perturba�
tions ��n	� ��n	 due to numerical errors are small and
the wordlength is su�ciently long the system ��	 can be
linearized around the unperturbed trajectory ��

���n	 � A�n	 ����n � �	 � V �n	� ��	

A�n	 describes the matrix of the linearized error system
and V �n	 the component due to round�o� noise�
The LFTF algorithm �table �	 can be analysed in state
space description by de
ning the state vector

��T �n	 � � �aTM �n	��FM�n	��cTM �n	�

�BM �n	���k
T

M �n	���M �n	 �� ��	

By calculating the partial di�erentials
��T

i �n	
��j�n� �	

the

system matrix
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�
����

Fa�v�n� � � � � �

� � � � � �

� � Fc�v� n� � � �

� � � fB�v� n� � �

� � � � Fk�v� n� �

� � � � � �

�
���� �

���

of the linearized error system can be derived� Elements
indicated with an asterisk are nonzero but their in�u�
ence on the error system is negligible�
Using the averaging technique introduced in ��� it can
be shown that the linear time�variant error system ��	
converges under some assumptions to a linear time�
invariant error system

���n	 � A ����n� �	� ��	

with a system matrix A that has only diagonal nonzero
elements depending on the leakage factor v� By calcu�
lating these elements that are equal to the eigenvalues
of the error system ��	� stability can be examined�
An analysis of the eigenvalues of the forward prediction
part shows no instabilities because all eigenvalues are
less or equal to one�

Fa�v	 �

�
� �
� � � v � IM

�
� ��	

While the elements of Fk�v	 describe the zeros of the
backward prediction 
lter which lie inside the unit circle
as it was shown in ��� this matrix has only non�critical
elements� In the same way the elements of the forward
prediction part are not critical as long as v and � are
smaller than �� The method of the LFTF algorithm



to calculate the conversion factor �M �n	 by a 
ltering
operation and not by recursive scalar operations results
in the independence of �M �n	 and �M �n � �	� For this
reason the eigenvalue of the conversion part of the error
system A is zero and causes no instability therefore�
The critical element in the algorithm is the backward
predictor with the matrix Fc�v	 and the scalar fB�v	� If
there is no stabilizationGilloire and Slock have shown ���
�� that the eigenvalues of the backward prediction part
converge to ��� resulting in an exponentially unstable
performance�
An analysis of the LFTF algorithm shows that there is
only one critical variable in the algorithm� the matrix
Fc�v	 of the backward prediction part�

Fc�v	 �

	
v � �v���� �	�



BM �n	

� BM �n� �	
� �

��
IM �

��	
Without leakage control all eigenvalues of the backward
prediction part lie outside the unit circle and the al�
gorithm is exponentially unstable� This behavior is il�
lustrated in 
gure �� a computer simulation with white
noise excitation� The eigenvalues of the backward sys�
tem error matrix Fc�v	 are all greater than � so the
algorithm becomes unstable� By choosing an appropri�
ate value for the leakage factor the eigenvalues can be
transformed into the unit circle of the z�plane resulting
in a stable error system as shown in 
gure ��
To guarantee fast convergence properties of the algo�
rithm the leakage factor should be as close to � as possi�
ble� On the other hand stabilization requires eigenvalues
inside the unit circle resulting in a leakage factor that
ful
lls the condition

v � �v���� �	�



BM �n	

� BM �n� �	
� �

�
� �� ��	

Equation ��	 states the dependence of the leakage factor
v on the relation of the actual backward prediction error
energy BM �n	 and the previous one BM �n� �	�
With a constant leakage factor no stabilization can be
guaranteed� The excitation signal always contains sec�
tions in which the short�time energy increases� This be�
havior in�uences the term BM �n	���BM �n� �	�� which
also grows� If there are strong �uctuations in the short�
time input power as in speech signals the above quotient
results in large values� In this case the eigenvalues lie far
outside the unit circle and make the algorithm unstable
immediately�
An appropriate leakage factor should depend on the
mentioned quotient in ��	 so that an elimination of the
backward prediction error energies is possible� A prob�
lem that arises here is that the actual backward pre�
diction error energy BM �n	 is unknown at the time the
leakage factor should be calculated� actually the calcula�
tion of BM �n	 depends on the leakage factor� Knowing
the fact that forward and backward error energies are
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Figure �� eigenvalues of the backward prediction part
without stabilization
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Figure �� eigenvalues of the backward prediction part
with stabilization by leakage control

concatenated by the conversion factor� �M �n	 FM �n	 �
�M BM �n	� and that the conversion factor �M �n	 shows
only slow variations in time a replacement of the back�
ward prediction error energy BM by the forward predic�
tion error energy FM can be performed�

We propose a suitable leakage factor�

v �
� FM �n� �	

FM �n	
� ��	

This choice guarantees a leakage factor close to � if the
excitation power shows no strong variations �FM �n	 �
FM�n � �		� On the other hand an abrupt increase in
the excitation power �FM �n	 �� FM �n��		 reduces the
leakage factor and leads to small eigenvalues which sta�
bilize the algorithm when steep slopes of the excitation
short�time power occur�

� Real�time implementations

To compare the stability and tracking ability of the
Leakage FTF algorithm �LFTF	 with other algorithms
such as the NLMS ��� or the Stabilized FTF algorithm
�SFTF	 by Slock ��� all algorithms were implemented on
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Figure �� excitation signal �male speaker	

a multi digital signal processor system based on proces�
sor type ��C from AT�T�
The algorithms work in a frequency subband environ�
ment described in ���� Due to complexity reduction of
the subband concept by using a sampling rate reduction
of �� large 
lter lengths are possible although the algo�
rithm complexity of the FTF algorithms is high ���M
for the LFTF� and �M for the SFTF algorithm	� We use
a �� channel subband 
lter bank sampled by � kHz and
a subband compensator length of �� coe�cients� which
can be compared to ��� coe�cients in a fullband 
lter�
Due to the 
lter design of the analysis� and synthesis

lterbanks for subband processing a maximum echo re�
duction loss enhancement �ERLE	 of ��� dB of can be
achieved�
The algorithms were tested with speech as excitation
signal illustrated in 
gure �� The input sequence con�
tains several parts of speech pauses to test how the al�
gorithms behave in case of non persistent excitation�
For comparable measurements the Loudspeaker�Room�
Microphone �LRM	 system was simulated by two mea�
sured impulse responses of an o�ce room� To illustrate
the tracking ability of all algorithms a switch over the
two � ��� coe�cients long � impulse responses was per�
formed after �� seconds� We choose no background noise
and therefore a constant step factor equal to � for all al�
gorithms�
Figures � to � depict the powers of the desired� and the
error signals� All curves are smoothed by a 
st order
IIR 
lter�

x��n	 � � � x��n� �	 � ��� �	 � x��n	� � � ����� ���	

A comparison of 
gures � and � indicates the compara�
bility of convergence speed of the LFTF and the SFTF
algorithm� Both algorithms behave stable for more than
one hour even after the measurement time of �� s�
The operation of the algorithms in a two channel hands
free telephone system has shown that the LFTF algo�
rithm allows a choice of initialization parameters in a

wider range� The advantage of the LFTF algorithm is
its robust behavior against variations of the power of
the excitation signal� A proposal for the choice of ini�
tialization parameters can be found in ����
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Figure �� Convergence speed of the LFTF algorithm by
Binde �� � ������� 	� ����	
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Figure �� Convergence speed of the SFTF algorithm by
Slock �� � ������� 	 � ����	
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Figure �� Convergence speed of the NLMS algorithm

Regarding the tracking behavior the FTF algorithms
show no signi
cant improvement in convergence speed



compared to the NLMS algorithm in this real�time en�
vironment� But in periods of weak excitation such as
speech pauses the FTF algorithms are less disturbed
than the NLMS algorithm� Due to normalization of the
NLMS algorithmand a smaller compensator length than
LRM system length the misadjustment of the NLMS
algorithm increases in speech pauses� This e�ect can
be compensated by an appropriate step factor control�
which locks adaptation during low input level periods�

� Conclusion

In this paper the stability properties of the LFTF algo�
rithm is examined by analyzing the eigenvalues of the
linearized round o��error system� It was shown that sta�
bility can be achieved by an appropriate leakage control
depending on the error energy BM �n	 of the backward
predictor� The theoretical results were reconsidered by
simulations and real�time implementations�
Furthermore we compared the tracking ability of the
LFTF algorithm with other adaptive 
lter algorithms�
In our real�time subband environment we found no sig�
ni
cant improvement in convergence speed of the FTF
algorithms compared with the NLMS algorithm but a
more robust behavior during periods of low signal to
noise ratio of the excitation signal�
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Prediction part

�M �n� � a
H

M �n � ��uM���n�

fM�n� � �M �n� ���M �n�

FM�n� � � � FM�n� �� � �M�n� �� j�M �n�j�

�k
M��

�n� � Va �



�

�kM�n � ��

�
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�M �n�

� FM�n � ��
aM�n� ��

a
M
�n� � Va � a

M
�n � ��
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�

�kM�n � ��

�

�M �n� � � �BM �n� �� � �kM���M���n�

�kM �n�

�

�
� �kM��

�n�� Vc � �kM���M���n� � cM�n� ��

�M�n� �
�

� � �k
H

M �n� � uM �n�

bM �n� � �M �n� � �M �n�

BM �n� � � �BM �n� �� � �M �n� � b�M �n�

cM�n� � Vc � cM �n� ��� Vc � b
�

M �n� �



�kM �n�

�

�

Filtering part

�M�n� � d�n�� �wHM �n� �� � uM �n�

�wM�n� � �wM�n� �� �
�M �n� � ��M�n�

�� � � �M�n�
� �kM �n�

Va � diagM��f�� v� ���� vg

Vc � diagM��fv� ���� v� �g � v 	 �

Table �� Leakage FTF algorithm


